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Air Downhill, Giant Slalom and Enduro 
wins for the Ibis rider. Brian Lopes al-
ways kills it at Crankworx but this time he 
outdid himself. 



the big show

Sam, usually so dominant in the Garbanzo 
event, lost out to a storming Kovarik (inset) 
and an on-the-rise Justin Leov.

C
rankworx has firmly established itself as the 
Olympics of mountainbike events. Where else 
do you get to see riders of every discipline 
going head to head over the course of a week? 
The World Championships comes close but is 

confined solely to racing, whereas Crankworx opens its 
doors to freeriders and racers alike. Big prize money, top 
riders, great courses and great media coverage have made 
it the highlight of the mountainbiking calendar and have 
set the trend for similar events springing up across the 
globe. Whistler local and up-and-coming photographer 
Geoff Jansen brought us updates throughout the week on 
distilledmag.com and kept us up to date on the events as 
they unfolded, and later on we caught up with him to get 
a more in-depth account of what has become the pre-
eminent MTB competition on the planet. What started as 
a chat on Gmail to arrange the details developed into a 
fully-fledged interview, so we decided to run with it. 

me:  hi man 

 geoffjansenphoto:  oh hey 

 me:  sorry I iust stepped out for a sec 

so how was Crankworx? 

 geoffjansenphoto:  pretty good 

 me:  so u live nearby? 

to CW? 

 geoffjansenphoto:  yep I live a 5 min walk to the base 
of the mountain! 

 me:  lucky bastard 

 geoffjansenphoto:  haha 

 me:  wanna swap? 

 geoffjansenphoto:  where are u? 

 me:  nyc...kinda flat 

 geoffjansenphoto:  haha darn 

would be fun to go to though 

me:  yeah mtbing is limited but everything else is pretty 
rad. So what day did u start at CW? 

 geoffjansenphoto:  what do u mean? 

 me:  what was the first day...what event? 

geoffjansenphoto:  The first day was August 8 and it 
was the dual slalom 

 me:  what was the course like? 

 Sent at 10:12 PM on Sunday 

 geoffjansenphoto:  it was pretty crazy 

really tight corners 

and lots of jumps and rollers 

makes it really fun to race 

 me:  who was looking good, in your opinion? 

geoffjansenphoto:  Kyle Straight did win it 

but I thought Lopes was going to take it 

it was a really close race 

Lopes looks so good and smooth riding 

made it look easy 

me:  sorry think i got logged off... you there? 

 geoffjansenphoto:  yep 

 me:  so Lopesy lives up there part of the year? 

 geoffjansenphoto:  ...really? 

 me:  yeah I heard thats why he always kills the A-line 
event 

geoffjansenphoto:  oh I’ve never seen him riding and I 
go often 

 me:   Did you see Sam and Brendan, how did they do 
in slalom? 

 geoffjansenphoto:  yep I saw them both 

Fairclough got kicked out first round 

and Hill got taken out in the second... I think he 
crashed 

 me:  did you get any good shots? of the slalom 

 geoffjansenphoto:  yeah I got some good ones in 
practice the day before the actual race.  had pretty bad 
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Race day had pretty bad light but I got a few! 

me:  what camera do you use? 

 geoffjansenphoto:  I use the Olympus e-410 kinda a be-
ginner slr but I don’t have the money to upgrade yet 

 me:  cool, what other events have you shot in the past? 

geoffjansenphoto:  I just started taking photos in Decem-
ber... but I shoot most of the Phat Wednesday DH races 

 me:  nice. so what was the next event you saw at CW? 

geoffjansenphoto:  on August 9th it was Monster Energy 
DH 

 Sent at 10:28 PM on Sunday 

 me:  is that the regular-length DH course or the super-long 
one? 

 geoffjansenphoto:  that is the really long one 

starts at the very top of the mountain 

me:  Garbanzo right? 

 geoffjansenphoto:  yep 

it took the fastest rider 13:44 to get down! 

there’s some really crazy sections too 

 me:  like what?   

 geoffjansenphoto:  mostly the really steep rooty sections...
super tech and fun to watch  

 Sent at 10:32 PM on Sunday 

 me:  who was killing it in your opinion? 

 Sent at 10:34 PM on Sunday 

 geoffjansenphoto:  Justin Leov took the win 

he looked pretty fast 

and my friend Tyler Allison killed it as well taking 2nd 
place in jr. men 

me:  how was Sam looking? 

 geoffjansenphoto:  Sam looked really fast like always 

you never know what’s going to happen with him 

Sam Hill and Stephanie 
Nychka: pushing the 
boundaries.

me:  what riders make for the best photographs? 

is there anyone who always looks good on film? 

 geoffjansenphoto:  well it kinda depends on the photogra-
pher as well 

 I’d say my best shot from that day was  Kovarik 

me:  was it hard trekking along the Garbanzo for photos, 
being such a huge hill? 

geoffjansenphoto: well for that race I found a pretty good 
spot right at the bottom 

me:  good idea! 

geoffjansenphoto: where they were railing a corner 

me:  how was the nightlife after each event? 

 geoffjansenphoto:  I’m not to sure 

I’m only 15, ha 

I’m sure it was good though 

 me:  ha I guess that puts paid to your nightlife 

geoffjansenphoto:  yep 

 me:  so after the Garbanzo came what? 

 geoffjansenphoto:  well Monday the 10th 

there were no races... 

some riders rode the bike park or practiced  

 Sent at 10:51 PM on Sunday 

 me:  did  you ride? 

geoffjansenphoto:  yep I try to ride as much as I can if my 
bike holds up 

 me:  what do u ride? 

 geoffjansenphoto:  I didn’t race anything though 

I ride a Cove G-spot 

probably the last year on it though 

I’m looking for a new one 

me:  so you just roll out the front door and pedal to the 
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trails huh? 

 geoffjansenphoto:  yep 

I have got a trail to my back yard on the way home 

I’ve needed to walk to the park lately though 

my chainguide’s screwed so I ride chainless 

geoffjansenphoto: so the next event was Womenzworx 

the first part of WW was a technical challenge 

 Sent at 11:01 PM on Sunday 

 geoffjansenphoto:  they rode down In Deep and were 
judged on control and flow 

the next section was a trick section 

the women had two jumps and a 180 degree berm to show 
their skills 

they were judged on tricks, creativity, flow and amplitude 

 Sent at 11:04 PM on Sunday 

 me:  who were the stand-out female riders? 

geoffjansenphoto:  Claire Buchar killed it 

she looks soo smooth in tech stuff 

and good in the air 

me:  she’s Canadian too? 

 geoffjansenphoto:  yep 

she lives in my friend’s suite 

the next part of Womenzworx was the Gala slopestyle 
event 

Stephanie Nychka tried the Kokanee box for the first time 

before all of the men too 

she didn’t make it to the landing 

but it was a great attempt and walked away smiling 

me:  what’s up with Canadians ruling at freeriding? 

 geoffjansenphoto:  not sure maybe it’s cus 
theres such great riding here... 

me:  so after Womenzworx... 

geoffjansenphoto:  Air DH 

where Brian Lopes does best... 

 me:  yeah I heard he did it again 

 geoffjansenphoto:  yep 

 me:  how does he keep doing it? 

 geoffjansenphoto:  not sure 

he’s such a smooth rider 

and you need to be smooth to be fast on that course 

me:  he rode a smaller-travel bike too? 

the rest ran dh bikes? 

 geoffjansenphoto:  yeah I think so, most guys were on 
full-on DH bikes 

 me:  what’s A-Line like to ride? 

 geoffjansenphoto:  jumps, jumps and more jumps 

lots of fun and fast
 
Thursday was supposed to be VW trick showdown but it 
got cancelled cus of rain. Friday was Giant Slalom

 me:  how was that 

geoffjansenphoto:  Brian Lopes won it

 me:  just a bigger course than regular slalom, or what?

 geoffjansenphoto:  yeah the course is longer, bigger 
jumps, faster

 me:  using bigger bikes? 

geoffjansenphoto:  yep

most of the guys where using there full suspension
not full DH but slalom built bikes. Some hardtails

 me:  good to watch?



geoffjansenphoto:  yeah it was loads of fun to watch
it’s great to see everone trying to keep up to Lopes 

cus Lopes could crash...

 me:  who did he beat in the final? 

geoffjansenphoto:  Johannes Fischbach

never heard of him to tell you the truth...

 me:  how did the girls do?

 geoffjansenphoto:  Wait sorry it was Jared Rando  that lost 
to Lopes

 me:  ok cool 

geoffjansenphoto:  the girls did great

Jill Kintner  won it with Emmeline Ragot in a close second 

me:  What was the most memorable part of the whole 
Crankworx event for you?

 geoffjansenphoto:  I’d say slopestyle, that was so much fun 
to watch

 me:  the Saturday? 

geoffjansenphoto:  Yeah. They go so big and try so hard for 
the comp...

 me:  who was standing out?

 geoffjansenphoto:  well before the slopestyle was the Cana-
dian Open Enduro 

 me:  ok what happened there?

 Sent at 11:24 PM on Tuesday

 geoffjansenphoto:  Lopes won another event...

 me:  shit! 

geoffjansenphoto:  haha

me: enduro means what exactly? 

geoffjansenphoto:  well its a brand new event for 2009

it is a mass start race, that has flats, uphill and dh all in it

me:  but mostly dh?

geoffjansenphoto:  mostly

some of it wasn’t full dh, kinda more single track, a bit 
of tech too

 me:  so Lopes had a few checks to cash when he got 
home? 

geoffjansenphoto:  yeah. Lopes won 3 events 

 me:  machine! 

the Canadian Open DH was after that?

 geoffjansenphoto:  nope, slopestyle that night
and next day was DH

 me:  slopestyle was pretty amazing from what I saw

 geoffjansenphoto:  did u watch the live webcast?

 me:  no I just saw some of your shots that u sent over

 geoffjansenphoto:  oh

 me:  more of a race fan myself , but what those guys do 
is amazing

 geoffjansenphoto:  yeah for sure. So, slopestyle was 
Saturday evening

I thought that Brandon Semenuk looked amazing, 
thought he was going to win

Brain Lopes flip whip was pretty crazy too

me:  Lopes, are you sure?

geoffjansenphoto:  hah, whoops

Greg Watts

 me:  that would be something to see Lopesy do a flip-
whip...I mean he’s good and all but....

geoffjansenphoto:  hah, that would be amazing

 me:  yeah I think a scrub is more his idea of a trick

 geoffjansenphoto:  Andreu Lacondeguy won the best 
trick with a 360 Flat Spin Superman

 me:  who had the best style? 

geoffjansenphoto:  I think Semenuk, he is sooo smooth

 me:  for sure

distilledmag

Where else can you find crowds like this at a moun-
tainbike event? All eyes on Brandon Semenuk.



me:  but the flipwhip sealed it?
 geoffjansenphoto:  yeah
I guess so. I personally thought Semenuk was gonna win 
 me:  did u get a look at what those guys were riding?
 geoffjansenphoto:  there bikes were crazy nice
most of them were prototypes
 me:  all full sus I’m sure?
 geoffjansenphoto:  yeah
 me:  any hardtails in slopestyle?
 geoffjansenphoto:  I saw someone
can’t remember who 

Oh yeah Mike Montgomery
 me:  who does he ride for 

geoffjansenphoto:  umm
not sure
 me:  that’s ok
that’s ballsy riding a hardtail on that stuff 

geoffjansenphoto:  yeah
thats the only bike I’ve seen him ride...
he rides in a suit and tie too!
 me:  weird! 

what were some of the best course features this year?
 geoffjansenphoto:  well
I love the new start jump
kinda the same as the Kokanee box at the bottom
to a big floaty jump
me: any bad crashes during finals or practice?
 geoffjansenphoto:  umm
i think Tyler McCaul broke his collar bone
didn’t see the crash though
 me:  big crowd as always? 

geoffjansenphoto:  yep
first ever streaker too!
 me:  u know mtb is big time now!
 geoffjansenphoto:  hah
 me:  and to wrap it all up, Open DH? 

geoffjansenphoto:  Yep
 me:  Sammy?
on top
 geoffjansenphoto:  You guessed it
tell you the truth it looks like he is going to bail hard...I 
dont think he is in any control 

me:  yeah I think his riding gives that impression but he 
manages to hold it together
 geoffjansenphoto:  yep. he’s on the edge
 me:  Steve Smith?
  me:  local favorite for Canada distilledmag

me:  but the flipwhip sealed it?

geoffjansenphoto:  yeah, I guess so. I personally thought 
Semenuk was gonna win 

 me:  did u get a look at what those guys were riding?

geoffjansenphoto:  there bikes were crazy nice, most of 
them were prototypes

 me:  all full sus I’m sure?

 geoffjansenphoto:  yeah

 me:  any hardtails in slopestyle?

 geoffjansenphoto:  I saw someone,can’t remember who.

Oh yeah Mike Montgomery

 me:  who does he ride for?

geoffjansenphoto:  not sure

me:  that’s ok

that’s ballsy riding a hardtail on that stuff 

geoffjansenphoto:  yeah, thats the only bike I’ve seen him 
ride...

he rides in a suit and tie too!

me:  weird! What were some of the best course features this 
year?

geoffjansenphoto:  well, I love the new start jump

kinda the same as the Kokanee box at the bottom to a big 
floaty jump

me: any bad crashes during finals or practice?

geoffjansenphoto:  I think Tyler McCaul broke his collar 
bone

didn’t see the crash though

 me:  big crowd as always? 

geoffjansenphoto:  yep. First ever streaker too!

 me:  You know mtb is big time now!

 geoffjansenphoto:  hah

me:  and to wrap it all up, Open DH? 

geoffjansenphoto:  Yep

me:  Sammy on top?

geoffjansenphoto:  You guessed it. To tell you the truth 
it looks like he is going to bail hard...I dont think he is in 
any control 

me:  yeah I think his riding gives that impression but he 
manages to hold it together

 geoffjansenphoto:  yep. he’s on the edge

 me:  Steve Smith? Local favorite for Canada

geoffjansenphoto:  3rd place. He’s a really nice guy
and pins it too

me:  lives local to Whistler?

geoffjansenphoto:  nope, he lives on the island

me:  oh right. Good style on the bike? 

geoffjansenphoto:  I think so, yes

me:  so u slept for a week afterwards then?

geoffjansenphoto:  ha, I was ok

me:  You gotta suffer in school now

geoffjansenphoto:  I know. Kinda tired

first full day today................

Not the shy, retiring type: An-
dreu Lacondeguy (both photos) 
celebrates his best trick win. 


